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Purpose - The issue of diversification-concentration strategy apparently is experienced by both 
commercial banks and Islamic banks and this experience is unique in nature especially for a 
country such as Malaysia because of the existence of dual banking system. This paper investigates 
the impact of lending strategies (diversification or concentration) on the risk performances of 
commercial banks and Islamic banks in Malaysia. In general, there are two different views on 
the diversification-concentration debate. On one side, the proponent of diversification posits that 
bank should diversify in minimizing unsystematic risk (Templeton & Severien, 1992), reducing 
cost inefficiency (Rossi et. al, 2009) and improving bank performances (Deng et. al, 2007). On the 
other side, the proponent of concentration strategy suggests that diversification tends to reduce 
profits (Berger et. al, 2010) and increase systematic risks (Wagner, 2010)      
Methodology - This main data was collected from 24 banks annual report for the period of 2005 
to 2015. This paper applies two techniques in measuring diversification level of loan and financing 
portfolio which are Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) and Shannon Entropy (SE). Panel data 
techniques (Random and Fixed Effect Models) are used to investigate the impact of loan and 
financing strategies on bank risk performances. 
Findings - In general Malaysian banks seem to have diversified loan portfolio based on type 
of customer. Malaysian commercial banks are found to be more diversified in loan portfolio by 
customer with HHI values between 0.36 and 0.40 compare to Islamic banks (between 0.43 and 
0.52). The empirical findings also suggest that concentration strategy is better for Islamic banks 
(not for commercial banks) in term of risk performances. 




The diversification-concentration strategy produces different impacts to commercial banks and 
Islamic banks in Malaysia. Islamic bank performances are found to have significant relationship 
where concentration reduces their financing risks. Any banking policy on loan/financing should 
consider the impact of portfolio strategy because the relationship between these strategies and 
bank performance is dynamic rather than static. 
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